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ISAT Data Privacy Brieﬁng
Using the 9ine Data Privacy Framework for the PDPA Compliance
Presented by Mark Orchison, Founder & CEO
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Session Agenda
● Overview of 9ine
● 9ine Data Privacy Framework
● Setting the scene
● Our partnership with ISAT
● What makes us diﬀerent
● Q&A
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Leadership & Governance
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● Establish clear lines of accountability and oversight for data protection
compliance at the highest level of leadership.
● Demonstrate evidence-based compliance with data privacy requirements
(e.g. policies, contracts, records and other formal documentation).
● Embed data protection awareness and responsibility into the strategic and
operational planning of the organisation.
● Balance the organisation's overall strategy and objectives with a risk-based
and proportionate approach to compliance.

https://tinyurl.com/9inePDPA
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Setting the scene
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Data Protection Basics
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●

Generally speaking, personal data is information that relates to an identiﬁable
individual. This covers basic identiﬁers such as a name and email address, as well as
more conﬁdential information such as employee salary details, student disciplinary
records, or bank account information.

●

Whether or not your school is aware, you may be collecting data on employees,
students, parents, applicants, or the general public.

●

Data protection/Information Privacy is about making sure that personal data is treated in
a responsible manner when it is collected, used, stored or destroyed.
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A risk based law

Record of processing

Processing risk

Security of processing

Communication

Is the central record of
when, where, how and
why personal data is
collected, who it is
transferred to and an
initial assessment of
processing risk

Is the assessment of risk
against the rights and
freedoms of data
subjects. Includes DPIAs,
LIAs and evaluating the
risk of third parties

Is the assessment of risk
against the rights and
freedoms. Includes
DPIAs, LIAs and
evaluating the risk of
third parties.

Making your staﬀ,
students, families and
community aware of
what personal data is
collected, why, how it is
processed, who it is
shared with and security
controls use. Privacy
notice, data handling
policy, privacy policy.

Extends to IT security &
systems audit,
penetration testing,
regular security reviews
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General Principles of data protection law
Lawfulness & Fairness
of processing
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Purpose limitation

Processed lawfully, fairly
and in a transparent
manner in relation to
the data subject

Collected for speciﬁed,
explicit and legitimate
purposes

Accuracy

Storage limitation

The information
collected is correct and
current (up to date)

All personal data
collected must have an
expiration date

https://tinyurl.com/9inePDPA

Data minimisation
Data collected and used
should be limited to
what is necessary in
relation to the purpose
for which it is processed

Integrity & conﬁdentiality
Secured with the appropriate
controls and protections
given the relevant risks to
protect against unauthorised
or unlawful processing,
accidental loss, destructions
or damage

app.9ine.com
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Support from 9ine
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9ine / ISAT Partnership
●
●
●
●
●
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Webinar training and support programme
Resources and training materials (Subscribe to our YouTube)
9ine Relationship Manager
9ine App
9ine Services
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The 9ine App
● Designed to enable schools to be compliant with the PDPA and
other global data protection laws
● Reduces the complexity and time for compliance
● Enables you to demonstrate compliance with the PDPA
● Aligns to the 9ine Data Privacy Framework
● Support from a 9ine Consultant to get you going
● Embedded training and resources
● Supported by regular training webinars
● Referencability from other schools in Thailand
● Manage compliance of your suppliers and Processors
● Pricing model designed speciﬁcally for ISAT members
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Fast Track 12 week Training Programme - April 2021
● A low cost weekly programme of support that takes you through
the 9ine Privacy Framework, providing a range of policies and
procedures you need to implement
● Guided by a consultant who is responsible for the compliance
programme of many schools in Thailand
● Is open to up to four members of staﬀ, enabling you to build
capability and capacity in understanding the PDPA
● Minimum of 8 schools
Registration by 31st March 2021
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DPO Essentials
● A subscription consultancy service with unlimited support and
proactive management
● Includes Data Protection Auditing, incident response and school
speciﬁc training materials (E.g training videos)
● Access to a global team of privacy professionals, cyber experts
and IT leaders
● Local Thai-speaking resource to support training (in progress)
● Three year programme that builds capability and capacity in your
school
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Free Training Webinars
● 16th March: An introduction to the PDPA: What schools need to
do to manage compliance
● 23rd March: Demonstrating ‘Accountability’ with the PDPA in
Thailand
● 30th March: How to maintain and protect personal data in
accordance with the PDPA
Training will refer to the 9ine App
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Where you will ﬁnd 9ine diﬀerent ...
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Data Protection & Children
●

It is clear that the obligation deriving from international and EU law to act in the best
interests of the child is paramount when considering the position of children as data
subjects and in any context where decisions are made by any organisation in
connection with the processing of children’s personal data

●

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (the UN Committee) has stated that
determining what is in the best interests of the child should start with an assessment of
the speciﬁc circumstances that make the child unique, and that the following elements
should be taken into account when assessing the child’s best interests:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
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The child’s views
The child’s identity
Preservation of the family environment and maintaining relations
Care, protection and safety of the child
A situation of vulnerability
The child’s right to health
The child’s right to education
app.9ine.com
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Recap
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Recap
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
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We are here to support you. We have clients across S.E Asia.
The 9ine App ‘enables’ your compliance programme
Range of support from group training to tailored support
An understanding when & where legal experts, such as Kudan &
Partners are needed
Case studies from Thai schools who have progressed their compliance
Tried & tested methodology for schools to follow
A comprehensive understanding of changes in law in Malaysia,
Vietnam, China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines and
more
….. Coming in 2022, a new module to our App that enables you to
improve your safeguarding and child protection!
app.9ine.com
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Suggested Next Steps
If you are interested in 9ine partnering with your school, please book a free
consultation meeting with one of our team where we can discuss.
●
●
●
●
●
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Your current progression towards data privacy and compliance
Priorities you may wish to focus on ahead of the enforcement of PDPA
Training and resources provided by the partnership
9ine’s service oﬀering to ISAT schools
Introduction to your 9ine relationship manager

app.9ine.com
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Thank you
For service desk support visit:
support@9ine.com
9ine Incident Response helpline:
020 8144 6916
www.9ine.com
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